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Facts Of Spark Ignition Engines 
I have come to notice that very few people know the following facts and 

information about model engine spark ignition operation.  I have spoken to 
many folks about it and it takes a lot of time to do so individually, so I thought 
I would put it to paper.  What do you know about transformers?  Yes, they 
hang on a pole or sit in a box on the ground behind your house and convert 
7200 volts AC to 220 / 120 volts AC power for use in your home.  (Transformers 
use a pair of coiled wires that are usually wrapped around an iron core. Their primary role is 
to increase or decrease AC voltages. Transformers operate on the principle of induction, in 
which a rapidly changing magnetic field produces an induced EMF (electromotive force), or 
voltage. For this reason, they only work with alternating current. The first coil winding is 
known as the primary, and the other the secondary. – editor) 

 With a volt meter connected across the secondary output windings of a trans-
former and DC power applied to the primary input windings, the meter will momen-
tarily deflect upscale and then return to zero.  When the circuit is opened the voltme-
ter will again deflect upscale and then return to zero.  If the DC power is left con-
nected the transformer will get hot and begin to smoke and eventually fail if not 
catch on fire.  All transformers have voltage ratings for their primary and secondary 
windings.  These windings have more OR less turns in their construction that dictates 
their input to output voltage performance.  A transformer can be successfully re-
versed for use in most simple operations.  An example is of a unit marked 120 vac in-
put that gives 12 vac output.  If you put 12 vac on the output you will get 120 vac 
measured at the input side although not at the same amperage capability as when 
connected in reverse.  You should know that there is usually no connection or electri-
cal continuity between the primary or the secondary windings.  This gives electrical 
isolation between circuits and is desirable in many cases.  However, in some trans-
former construction the primary and the secondary windings are connected at one 
point in their assembly.  There is no electrical isolation therefore between circuits and 
their intended application specifies this feature.  What does all this have to do with 
model engines? 

Model engine spark coils are small TRANSFORMERS.  They have a primary coil of 
about 24 turns of # 20 wire wrapped around the iron core laminates which is also con-
nected to one end of the thousands of turns of the very much finer wire of the secon-
dary winding.  Put an ohm meter on a scale of 5000 or 10,000 ohms and touch the 
output secondary that goes to the spark plug to one of the primary Lugs.  You will get 
a reading of from 1400 to 4600 ohms depending on the quality of the coil.   

                                                                      (continued on page 3 —–>)    
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November 13, 2012 Meeting Minutes 
 
ATTENDEES: 
Betty & Larry Bishop, Paula & Jeff Englert, Jane & Earl Griffith, Darlene & 
Richard Kirkland, Jim O’Reilly, Linda & Chuck Powell, Marilynn & Bill 
Schmidt, and Dan Walton    
 
Vice– president Schmidt called the meeting to order. 
The previous meeting minutes were approved. 
The treasurer’s report was presented by George A for the absent Jim O’. 
 
OLD BUSINESS: 
 
None. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
 
Officers were elected: 
 
         President: George Avila,  
         Vice-President: Bill Schmidt  
         Treasurer: Jim O‘Reilly,  
         Secretary: Jeff Englert 
 
Jim O’Reilly reminded everyone that the NOS rules for  Rubber Aircraft  
change becomes effective January 1, 2013.  It will impact your air-
craft choices for these events. 
 
 
SHOW AND TELL: 
 
Bill Schmidt showed off a Comet SR-7 rubber powered model.  His method 
of making the cowl bumps was demonstrated. 
 
He also displayed his Republic F-84E rubber powered jet. 
 
Jeff Englert passed out WESTFAC IV stickers provided to encourge partici-
pation at this years west coast event. 
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Touching the other primary Lug will give you the same reading.  You cannot read it at the 
scales available, but there will be 2-3 ohms difference between the two readings as one side 
includes going thru the primary to get to the secondary.  A general rule is that the higher the 
resistance of the coil’s seconday, the better  the performance you will get in the form of a 
greater spark.    
                What about transformers (model coils) not working with dc current when batteries 
certainly are dc?  Well, transformers are kind of neat things.  AC current switches from + to – 
60 times a second in the power grids of most countries and this is what a transformer usually 
sees.  HOWEVER , if you pulse, that is turn off and on, a dc input into the primary of a trans-
former at a fairly fast rate the transformer sees this as acceptable ac power and functions as 
such.  Large transformers however, must be manufactured specifically for the cycles per 
second of their intended use to function correctly and our small coils by their design do not 
have such a tight specification.  Turning the power on and off at a rapid rate is the function 
of the ignition points on our model engines.  These point contacts generally see 3 amps of 
current flow thru them with the action of a capacitor to act as a buffer and keep the burn-
ing and pitting of them to a minimum.  The advent of my Schmidt Trigger design in Model 
Aviation Magazine in August of 1985 utilizes a high speed transistor to take the load off of the 
tungsten ign. points and lets the transistor switch the heavy current.  The engine’s ignition 
points then only “tickle” the transistor to get it to switch the power on and off thru the coil.  
With a small resistor of about 20 ohms on the base of the transistor the ignition points see only 
about 50 mA of current flow thru them and burning and pitting is virtually eliminated.  I tested 
the circuit back then and it would tolerate up to about 95 ohms resistance (read dirt and oil) 
in the points tickle circuit before it would cease to switch the coil off and on.  The utter sim-
plicity of the design having only one transistor and one resistor has made it universally used 
by nearly all those who run spark ignition engines.  
                There are thoughts and articles that the polarity of the connections of + and – of 
the batteries to the primary terminals makes a difference in the spark output power.  The sec-
ondary connection is made externally to one of the primary’s lugs and the positive (+) should 
go on that lug for the best voltage output.  By carefully removing the solder with a suction 
tool you can find which lug has the secondary connected to it.  I’ve checked this out and 
found that this does not always hold true.  I made up a ¾” x4” x14” wooden breadboard cir-
cuit with a transistor, a bed for various ign. coils, a Deans plug battery connector, a pair of 
etter “C” shaped 2” high vertical # 20 wires that can be spaced about ¼” to 5/16” apart at 
the top and a ice cream stick wrapped with # 20 bare copper wire with 25 windings spaced 
about 1/8” apart.  Mini-gator clips are used for the various quick connections to coils to be 
tested.  When hooked up hot, I run a test probe up and down the wire wrapped ice cream 
stick like Jerry Lee Lewis on the piano keyboard and watch the spark intensity.  A 3 volt #123 
camera battery (cheapest at Wal Mart) is the usual test and flight battery but a 3.7 volt Li Po 
battery will really make a poor quality coil stand up and talk.  The Super Aero Spark and 
Model Electric coils seem to be the strongest.  Changing polarity on the coil being tested is 
the best way to determine spark output.  Watching closely, one can see that the output is 
better in intensity one way than the other relative to polarity.  Mark the coil with a tiny piece 
of red electrical tape or paint as to the best polarity hook up for the + lug.  You might notice 
                                                                           (continued on page 4 —–>)    
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Facts Of Spark Ignition Engines (continued) 
that one way the spark path is crooked and wild whereas the reverse polarity 
give a straight spark path between the vertical wires.  There is also a differ-
ence in the color of the spark.  No one has been able to explain this phe-
nomenon of the people I have talked to.  It is fascinating to see. (I know the 
phone will ring some day with an explanation.) 
            I do not make or sell my transistor design but there are several folks who do, 
and their ads can be found in model publications and in the pages of the newslet-
ters of various modeling organizations.  Only one supplier of the many gives me 
credit for the design of the transistorized ignition circuit but others rather seemingly 
pass it off as their own.  I do realize it is in the public domain by this time, but I re-
quest no royalty, only the credit for its design.                               
                                                                                            Bill  Schmidt 

a common Radio Shack transformer of 120 VAC input giving 12 VAC output. 

Left to right the ignition coils are:  
An O.K. Twin Cyl., Sparky, Super Aero Spark Feather Weight, Model Electric Std., Larry 
coil, Gettig Coil and the smallest is the Electro-Mite which came out mid - 1948 after the 
glow plug was already in wide use. 
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WHAM – News, Views and Reviews 
Jeff Englert 
10118 Sterling Court 
Wichita, KS 67205 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next SAM 56 Dinner Meeting will be at: 

Louie's Grill & Bar 
9747 E 21st St N, Wichita, KS 67206 

(SE corner of Web and 21st N) 
(316) 636-5422 

Saturday, January 12, 2013 
Social Hour @ 6:00 PM, Dinner @ 7:00 PM.. 

Upcoming events: 
           Nothing Scheduled 
 
Attention:   
The new year requires you (unless your address label states different) to submit a monetary con-
tribution to continue club membership and receive paper copies of the newsletter, if desired.  To 
those on the email distribution list, club membership has flying site privileges.  If you know 
someone to add to the email list, let me know at jenglert@cox.net. 
 
Membership Information: 

Open to all interested AMA members, founded to encourage and promote the model airplane 
building hobby. Member dues $20 annually, Subscription only; $12 annually, $18 foreign. 
Send checks to Jim O’Reilly, 4760 Battin, Wichita, KS 67220. 
All memberships and subscription renewals are due January 1st of the new year.  
 

 Club Officers: President: George Avila, 683-1474   Vice-President: Bill Schmidt 744-0378, 
                          Treasurer: Jim O‘Reilly, 744-0856               Secretary: Jeff Englert, 722-7491 


